Heart Rate Variability (HRY) may be measured using different measurement techniques. Almost all of these techniques deal with ectopic beats. Either these beats are excluded from the analysis or they are required To access the functional character and easiness of use of several HRV techniques we compared Halter registratians in three patient groups: normal subjects, post infarction patients and patients with heart failure. Analysis speed. sensitivity to non sinus intervals, applicability and accuracy were investigated. Time as well as frequency domain techniques. heart rate turbulence and a nan linear measure of HRV were studied. The results of the analysis suggest that non linear analysis is as least as potent as conventional HRV techniques in discriminating between patient groups. This technique can be applied in all patients with minimal computational effort and without the need for accurate analysis of the ECG.
Introduction
For risk stratification a method that can be applied to a group as a whole offers significant advantages to a technique that can only be applied in a specific subset. Many heart rate variability (HRV) techniques that are used nowadays can only he applied to a small subsection of a certain population. The main cause for this is the existence of ectopic data and noise. Spectral analysis requires a signal with as little ectopics as possible, while heart rate turbulence (HRT) requires the presence of ectopic beats. According to the "standards of measurements" (Circulation 1996) [7] the calculation of spectral analysis "should preferably be done on short segments which are free of ectopy". Requiring the presence or absence of ectopics however, causes a significant selection bias. Non linear measures of HRV such as correlation integral, dimension of the signal and entropy may provide an alternative to the linear techniques. Since the prevalence of ectopic beats is influenced by the activity of autonomic nervous system, it might be argued that the signal as a whole, i.e. including all beats is also a reflection of the autonomic state. However, because of the nature of such computations the use of such a technique over an entire Holter recording is extremely time-consuming. We therefore investigated the possibility to accelerate nonlinear analysis using a limited amount of data.
Methods
To assess the bctional character and easiness of use of several HRV methods we compared Holter registrations in three patient groups: I..normal subjects (n = 196), 11: post infarction patients (n = 208) and Ilk patients with moderate heart failure (n = 170). Analysis speed, sensitivity to noise, applicability and accuracy were investigated. All recordings were carefully analyzed by an experienced analyst using a GE Marquette Mars 8000 Holter system. After analysis the RR interval data was exported and analyzed using custom developed software (COHWIN). This software package is written in Delphi@ and focuses especially on signal analysis.
Time domain analysis
Time domain analysis was performed using normal to normal (NN) intervals only. The average NN interval (AVGNN) the standarddeviation (SDNN) and the root mean square of successive differences (rMSSD) were determined.
Frequency domain analysis
The analysis was performed over 5 minutes segments using Discrete Fourier Transformation [I-51. The advantages of this method over fast fourier transformation have been described before [2] . Only data segments containing less than 5% noise or ectopy were accepted for analysis. This is a percentage based on time, not number of beats [6] . Finally a check was performed to ensure the validity of the spectral analysis by comparing the square root of the overall spectral power to SDNN. ( square root (total frequency power) / SDNN) x 100%. Parsevals theorem states that the power in time domain is equal to the power in fPequency domain, therefore the result of this computation should be 100 %. This index is called the Paseval index. Deviations of the Paseval index may be caused by non stationarity. All deviations 5 IO % were also excluded kom further analysis.
Heart Rate Turbulence
HRT measures the effect of a premature ventricular complex (PVC) on the sinus rhythm. In healthy individuals a PVC will show an increase in sinusrate as a consequence of the change in bloodpressure. In diseased patients this reaction will be blunted [S] . The original article that described HRT does not recommend a minimum number of PVC's to be present. In a training sample the authors use a minimum of 240 PVC's per recording while in the patient populations all recordings that contain PVC's seem to be used. Two variables are distinguished turbulence onset (TO) and turbulence slope (TS). TO is defined as the difference between the average of two intervals after a PVC and the two intervals preceding the PVC. TS is defined as the maximum positive slope of a regression line over a sequence of five consecutive sinus RR intervals, during the first twenty intervals after a PVC. To study the effect of the PVC's we determined these HRT variables for both recordings containing > 240 PVC's (TO240 and TS240) and for recordings that contained at least one PVC (TOall and Non linear analysis is a computational very demanding technique. For example, in order to calculate the index at nine embedding dimensions (m = 2-10) , decreasing the value of the threshold E in 20 steps, a Holter that contains around 100.000 intervals will take 1.8 *10l2 comparisons. (9 * 20 *lOO.OOO * 100.000) Even on a fast PC ( Pentium IV, 2 Ghz ) this takes a very long time of approximately 2 days. In order to increase analysis speed we used an algorithm the utilizes 100.000 randomly selected interval combinations. The results of such an algorithm yields nearly identical results compared to the analysis of the full signal. The patient characteristics are shown in table 1. The average number of PVC's per recording, the number of patients with > 240 PVC per recording and the number of patients that had no PVC's. PVC's are most frequent in group 111 (CHF patients) while, as expected, these were relatively infrequent in normal subjects. Nevertheless PVC's were present in 61 % of the normal subjects. Only 3 % of the normal subjects had > 3 % PVC's. In the CHF group this turned out to be true in 40 % of the patients. The circle represents the threshold ( E ) in which the number of correlation hits are counted. Since here two intervals (RR,, and RR,,.,) are used we speak of an embedding dimension of two. 
Results
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shown in figure 2.
The result of a CI calculation in a normal subject is Figure 3 : the CI for all the three patient groups calculated at an embedding dimension of 9. The CI is presented on the Y-axis (log scale) while the value of E is on the X-axis.
When we look at the different patient categories we see a the lowest degree of correlation in the normal population (see figure 3 ) indicating more irregular rhythm compared to both patient groups. The difference between the normal subjects and the two patient groups is shown in table 3.
Discussion
The conventional HRV techniques (time and fiequency domain measures of HRV) show different average values for the various groups. These techniques however require accurate editing and correction of the Holter data. The fact that the average heart rate of the infarction group is lower compared to the normal population is explained by the fact that betablockers are virtually a standard treatment after myocardial infarction. While HRT also yields different discriminating results for the populations that were studied, it also calls for accurate analysis of the ECG. Limitation of this technique is that due to the lack of PVC's it cannot be applied in every patient. For example: requiring > 240 PVC's leads to exclusion of 88 % of the post infarction patients. Selecting patients based on the number of PVC's will cause a severe selection bias.
Non linear analysis shows the largest differences between the different patient groups. The results show that large values of the embedding dimension and smaller values of E are the best option to discriminate between the groups. More importantly non linear analysis can be used without the need for accurately distinguishing between normal and ectopic beats. As a result it can be applied in all patients. Normally this technique does not present a practical alternative, since the it is an extremely time consuming procedure. However using only a limited number of interval combinations decreases the computational time to just a matter of seconds.
The editing that is required and the selection bias introduced by routine HRV and HRT methods justifies the development of more robust (non-linear) techniques.
